
INNOVATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF CONTROL CABINETS

 

 Value added for control cabinets



Retrench of space

Less unused space

The evolution of control cabinets

DESCRIPTION

We will help you reduce the control boxes by decreasing the width of the gutters and the unused spaces

By incorporating devices into the new available space, you can mount devices using the same size of
control box, and thus, increase the functionality of the control cabinet.

The previous ones * 1
A power supply S8VS-12024A
Two solid state timers H3CR-A + P2CF-11
Two protection relays + PF-083A
Ten general-purpose relays G2R-1-S + P2RF-05
Five �nal plates PFP-M

New models
A power supply S8VS-12024A

Two solid-state H3DT timers
Two relays K8DT-PH of sequence and phase loss

Ten compact G2RV-SR I / O relays
Five �nal plates PFP-M 

AVANT

AFTER

ANTES DESPUÉS

1st attached assembly is possible thanks to a less energy 
consumption (which also generates less heat) for each

 component at an ambient temperature of 55ºC. 
You can install more devices without wasting space.

Add more devices477mm

237mm

The di�erent heights generated
a lot of unused space

The unused space is reduced and 
the width between the channels has been optimized

Approx 
reduction 

of 20%



DESCRIPTION

 Resistance to vibrations
You can use terminals with Push-in Plus technology (see page 10) to create robust control cabinets resistant to vibrations,
both during shipment (avoiding periodic re-tightening) and in operation.

Improved ventilation
The use of components with a uniform height ensures unobstructed ventilation. As a result, the heat dissipates easily. 
The reduction of the temperature inside the frame increases the reliability of the components, reduces the number of 
breakdowns and increases the useful life of the products.

AFTERBEFORE

Di�erent heights and depths create hot spots.

Hot spot

Uniform heights and depths reduce lime points.

Reduction of the 
heat at the hot spot



Innovation in the manufacturing process of 
control cabinets

PROCESS:

E�cient design
Our CAD library of electrical devices (industrial.omron.eu/cadlibrary) will be very useful to reduce the e�ort in the design phase.

Satisfying customer needs thanks to a shorter processing time

Conceptual design Detailed design  Assembly and wiring Shipment

Conceptual design Detailed design  Assembly and wiring Shipment

Download high quality electrical devices 
from a CAD notebook

industrial.omron.eu/eplan

Registered by EPLAN Software &
Service GmbH & Co. KG

zuken.com

E3.series is a product name
of Zuken Inc. for your solution
electrical design and wiring.

ZUKEN 1

Associated with CAD libraries

With CAD libraries
* Example for E3. Zuken series.

Más de 
6.000

dispositivos

Reduction of work
40% to 50% design



PROCESS:

Easy customization
Devices with uni�ed speci�cations allow you to easily customize the boxes for each client.

Faster wiring
The wiring methods and speci�cations allow to reduce the delivery time.

The height and depth of our products to facilitate 
the customization of existing designs

Our wide range of products with uni�ed speci�cations 
empowers you with a larger possibility of selection.

Products with added value in the design
Power supplies, timers, monitoring relays, sockets (

for relays, timers, liquid leak detectors), SSR,
 terminals terminal for DIN rail, temperature controllers, 

energy medicores, UPS, terminates EtherCAT slaves.

Easy-to-understand terminal positions 
allow you to work with more accuracy.

Uni�ed I/O positions allow you to 
organize the wiring of control cabinets.

Red: Input Bleu: Output



PROCESS:

Structure of springs
The pressure of the springs of the 
clamp �xes the toe cap safely and 
eliminates problems related to the 
loosening of the screws due to 
vibrations.

Signi�cantly reduce both the wiring time and the e�ort 
at the terminals thanks to the Push-in Plus technology.

Signi�cantly reduce both the wiring time and the e�ort 
at the terminals thanks to the Push-in Plus technology.

Terminales de tornillo
convencionales

Terminales Push-in Plus

Information about screw terminals and Push-in Plus is based on real measurement data

Express delivery
Express delivery service 
available in Europe

Global availability
Our value-added products have CE, 
UL and CSA standards.

Más de 
6.000

dispositivos

Reducción del trabajo de
diseño del 40% al 50%



Ease and simplicity in the manufacturing of control cabinets

USERS:

Easy wiring
Push-in Plus technology terminals simplify wiring.

What are the terminals with Push-in 
Plus technology?

The terminals with Push-in Plus technology have been designed to facilitate 
the insertion and fastening of cables, thereby reducing the time and e�ort required for wiring.

Simple insertion
The use of our terminals with Push-in Plus technology is 
simpler than inserting a headset connector .

Firm support
Although less insertion force is required, the cables

remain �rmly attached. With the advanced design of our mechanisms and our
manufacturing technology, we have created a spring that

allows to use a low force of insertion at the time
guarantees high extraction resistance.

INSERTION FORCE

Connector of headset
10N

Push-In Plus terminals
8N

EXTRACTION FORCE
Screw terminalsStandard IEC Screw 

terminals (cable section)

20N min.
(AWG 20,0,5mm) 125N 112N

Terminales
de Push-In Plus



Wiring through an exit and a frontal entry
The cable entry of our terminals with Push-In Plus technology is a front entry to ensure an easy insertion.

Wiring compatible with braided cable
Compatible with the insertion of cables with ferrules, rigid 
and braided.

Work with both hands
The mechanism of the terminals is designed to hold 
the screwdriver, which allows you to have both hands 
free to insert the cable into the front terminal.

Braided cables Rigid 
cables

 Ferrules

ANTES DESPUÉS


